Is this a list ?
Hi everyone, since i was such a disorganized guys i'll write you some tips and
suggestions.
- First of all, remember that your driving licence is NOT a valid I.D. to take a
plane. That could be a pity to discover it in the airport, especially if you do not
have any other document with you (yes it happened to me, yes).
- That could be interessant to know a few words of spanish before to get on
such a small island of the canaries. They almost don’t speak a single word of
English there so if you're not an Italian able to speak the sign language it will
be difficult to get to your destination (roaming ? Ahahah, no no !).
- A good thing to do before leaving your home country is to check your
cellphone plan and adapt it to your future necessity, that seems basic but i
forgot it.
- In Spain, the creation of a bank account could be complicating since you
don’t have a loooot of documentation to present so leave your home country
with some cash to avoid charges at each withdraw.
- In the canary's islands they have their own way to prepare a coffee,
everyone told me to try the "Baraquito" it's basicly condensed milk, coffee
with milk, a lemon zest, canela and ... a huge quantity of Liquor !
In the early morning that's not for everybody !!
- About food, because everything is about food, you’ll find in Canaries
bananas, mangoes, avocados and much more tropical fruits. That’s a
paradise for all types of vitamins !
- Is there someone here who doesn’t know Madonna ? I discovered that her
song ‘La Isla Bonita’ is about the island i were.
- Don’t forget your snowrkelling material, here the depths are from lava rocks
and rich of fish. But remember that this is the ocean and here the streams
and the waves can be really strong and dangerous.

I would like to conclude telling that in this time of trouble, fear and emergency,
travelling and being a mobile worker in EU is still possible and an amazing
experience and opportunity. Go for it !

